This paper describes the design of a technique used to extract harmonic spectrum characteristics of human voice. The voice characteristic can be used for a speaker identification process. The cepstral analysis is the most popular method, which uses a Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient vector as unique characteristics of given speaker voice. This method provides only limited reliability. The harmonic spectrum based on fundamental frequency of speaker's voice can extend the characteristic vector by more values. The extended characteristics can provide better reliability of the speaker identification.
INTRODUCTION
The task of speaker identification can be commonly used to identification of the user by an information system. This method is a special type of voice signal analysis, and it belongs into the group of biometric identification methods. It is a non-invasive method; it means it is user friendly. But, the reliability of this type of identification doesn't reach the sufficient level to be able to use as the primary and standalone method of user identification. The option is to combine it with another method, or to increase its reliability using more voice characteristics.
PRESENT METHODS
The features extraction is the base task of most speaker identification methods. Besides that, the extraction techniques are used also in more tasks of the speech analysis, i.e. artificial speech processing or speech recognition. The speaker recognition is not the main direction of these methods development, but some of them can be used as the support techniques in the speaker recognition process.
MFCC -based Method
The Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) method uses the real cepstrum of the voice signal to extract the characteristic vector of coefficients. As well, this method provides the possibility to find the fundamental frequency of the speaker's voice. The basic frequency of human voice is present in the voiced parts of the speech (Campbell, 1997) , (Petry et al., 2008) .
The Figure 1 shows the real cepstrum of the voiced part of the speech. The values of cepstral coefficient c(n) are marked out as well as the fundamental frequency peak focused by the vertical line. The coefficients are calculated using Fast Fourier Transform FFT and its inverse function IFFT (1).
LPC -based Method
The method of Linear Prediction Coding (LPC) provides the spectral envelope of the voice signal. It uses an inverse filtering technique to remove the formant frequencies from the voice signal. Rest part of the signal is the spectral envelope characterizing vocal tract parameters of the given speaker. The spectral envelope is described by a set of the LPC coefficients (Campbell, 1997) , (Tadokoro et al., 2007) .
Autocorrelation Method
The autocorrelation can be used to determine the fundamental frequency of the speaker's voice. This method is faster, but the efficiency and precision is worse than the cepstral analysis (Atassi, 2008) , . The voiced segment signal shows a periodicity ( Figure 2 ) that provides typical flow of the autocorrelation graph ( Figure 3 ). There can be seen the primary peak of the fundamental frequency.
The proper value of the coefficient providing the peak varies in some conditions, but the presence of the fundamental frequency peak can be sufficient for the determination of the type of the voice segment. The method determines the voiced or surd segments very well (Marchetto et al., 2009) , .
ZCR to Short-Time Energy
Comparison of Zero-Crossing Rate to Short-Time Energy determines the type of the segment by the relation of these characteristics.
The ZCR and Short-Time Energy are simple to calculate from the digitally sampled voice. The evaluation is complicated and has to be processed by advanced statistical methods (Campbell, 1997 , Abdulla, 2002 , Atassi, 2008 . The relation of the ZCR and Short-Time Energy can be seen in Figure 4 . The processed speech signal was divided to segments. The small circles represent the surd segments. Voiced segments are marked by the bigger circles. The mostly separated group of segments can be seen.
Energy Spread
The spread of Short-Time Energy provides next technique to determine the type of the voice segment. Three or more frequency ranges are used to trigger the values of the energy. The voiced and surd segments have a typical energy spread in the frequency ranges that is used to determine its types (Campbell 1997) , (Moisa et al., 2010) .
The pre-processing has to be used to set the proper frequency ranges, which leads to time consumption.
DESIGN OF NEW METHOD
As described above, the increasing of the reliability can be reached using more characteristics. The harmonic spectrum based on speaker's fundamental frequency can provide additional coefficient vector. The certain rate of uniqueness of this vector is expected.
Harmonic Spectrum
A harmonic spectrum contains discrete harmonic frequency component. The frequencies of these parts are whole number multiples (2) of the given fundamental frequency. The ratios of the signal power in relation to the fundamental frequency power constitute the harmonic spectrum vector.
The fundamental frequency of human voice is variable in the longer period during the sentence or speech. But, the relative ratios related to the fundamental frequency are expected without any cardinal changes. It follows from the voice timber dependency on the specific vocal tract of the given speaker like the tract of the musical instruments (Jung et al., 2004) .
Process of Extraction
The harmonic spectrum vector consists of values measured as the power on the given harmonic frequencies related to the power of the fundamental frequency. Figure 5 shows the steps of the extraction process.
The voice signal is recorded using sampling frequency and processed step-by-step.
Segmentation
The first step of the extraction process is segmentation. The voice signal has to be divided to small segments with duration of some tens of milliseconds. The specific length of the segment depends on the method of segment type determination.
The extracting of the harmonic spectrum vector is based on the value of the fundamental frequency. This frequency is to be found in the voiced part of the speech only. It means, the voiced segments of the speech signal have to be passed to the next steps of the extraction process. 
Segment Type Determination
As written above, the segment type must be determined for the voiced segments selection for the next processing. There are more methods to choose for determination of the type, as described above:  Cepstral Analysis  Autocorrelation Method  ZCR to Short-Time Energy Relation  Energy Spread Analysis For this experiment, the autocorrelation method of the segment type determination is used. The occurrence or absence of the fundamental frequency is used to determine the voiced or surd type of the segment. We don't need the specific value of the fundamental frequency in this step, only its presence, what is sufficient for the use of this quick method.
If the segment types are determined, the voiced ones continue in the process, the surd ones are dropped.
Spectrum
The spectrum of frequencies present in the voiced sample is used in two steps of processing. First, the spectrum is used for the cepstral analysis, which serves for to find the fundamental frequency precise value. The second use of the spectrum provides input data for the filtering using harmonic frequencies filters.
The spectrum is calculated by Fourier transform using its fast form (3). 1 , ... , 0
Cepstrum, Fundamental Frequency
The next step provides a cepstrum. The cepstra analysis, as described above, provides cepstral coefficients.
The real cepstrum is used to find the value of the fundamental frequency. The value is expected in the range from 60 to 400 Hz for the human voice (Campbell, 1997) . The peak is to be found in this range ( Figure 1 ) and converted from the cepstral coefficient number to the frequency domain. The fundamental frequency is the base for the calculating of the harmonic frequencies to be used for the filtering.
Harmonic Spectrum Vector
When the harmonic frequency filters are set using the fundamental frequency, the spectrum is filtered (Figure 6 ). Because the power at the specific frequency depends on the volume of the input signal, the absolute values can not be used. The power values are related to the power at the fundamental frequency. The power relations between given harmonic and the fundamental frequency constitute the values of harmonic frequency vector, we expect to be specific for the given speaker. The vectors are calculated from more voiced segments to be ready to process by statistic methods.
The Figure 5 shows the powers of harmonic frequencies obtained from the spectrum using harmonic filters set by the fundamental frequency value (2).
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed technique is in the testing phase. All the computations are processed in the MATLAB environment.
The partial results are before the deeper process of comparision with another methods. If the testing shows and confirm the measurable dependency of the voice harmonic spectrum on the given speaker, it will be usable to improve the reliability of the speaker identification process based on the charasteristic features of the speaker's voice.
